
Get all the power of hand-written 
email, automated.

Use rules to adjust auto-responses 
and any email sent or received. Refine 
auto-replies based on inbound mail, 
alter your address on certain mail, 
monitor staff emails and more – all 
automatically.

Try it free on your Exchange 2010/07 
or SBS 2011/08 server.

Flip over for more info or visit
www.exclaimer.com 



Digital Kindness
Every email sent or received can be automatically changed, or trigger an auto-reply or auto-forward, based on rules you 
control.

Add images, text, fields and social media in our comprehensive editor and use the policy tester to make sure they’re added to 
the right email – and catch email loops before they can emerge.

Let the scenario wizard do it for you: just select the function you need – auto-reply, altered outbound mail, Ethical Wall policy – 
and then specify the task, say for sales auto-reply or HR team mailbox, and Exclaimer Auto Responder does the rest.

Show a team address, like ‘sales@’, on email to customers, but not to colleagues or suppliers – all according to your rules.

More Rules, More Freedom
Use any data in the email as a trigger: text in the message 
body, the subject, address, attachments or whether it’s 
encrypted or includes a signature.

Use the date and time in your rules: only send auto-replies 
over the weekend, or redirect mail for one employee to 
another, outside of work hours.

Assign separate replies to different departments and 
users. Let customer service use one and give HR another – 
but give a special reply from the directors of each team.

Controlled Power
Block email between certain groups for Ethical Wall 
policies: suppress it outright, bounce it back with a 
notification or redirect it to supervising staff.

Secretly blind copy management on every email someone 
sends or specify it to monitor only email they send to 
customers, and perhaps only for a limited period – with 
rules, you choose.

Trust Is Earned
37 million users worldwide trust our Microsoft Certified, 
award-winning products and 10 years’ experience – in 
financial giants, technology leaders and local charities.

We’re a Microsoft Gold Partner who have provided 
products to every industry, to companies of every size and 
to millions of customers with complex and unique needs.

Try Auto Responder free on your Exchange 2010/2007 and 
SBS 2008/2011 server for 30 days and get free support 
while you do.

Beyond Responsive  
Rearrange the abilities you’ve seen here to get 
powerful new functionality.

Localize your address, maybe put ‘.co.fr’ after 
your address on email to French contacts or copy 
the email to management if it contains certain 
words – like ‘youtube.com’ or ‘resign’.

We give you total control and power over email – 
you just have to take it.a

Visit www.exclaimer.com to learn more.

“ Auto Responder is a smart, effective, well-  
 considered product”

 Nathan Winters, Microsoft MVP, Windows IT Pro


